
 

GENESEE TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL 
 

RESOLUTION 
 
 
Resolution 22-20 Accepting the Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access 

Study as evidence of completion of UPWP Task 6817 
 

WHEREAS, 
 

1. The FY 2022-2023 Unified Planning Work Program includes Task 6817, Village of Perry 
Transportation Safety and Access Study, for the purpose of developing a study to 
improve safety and accessibility of bicycle and pedestrian connections primarily along 
Center Street (NYS Route 246) and also between Center Street and Village anchors such 
as the school campus, parks, downtown, and the Silver Lake Trail; 

 
2. Said Task reviewed existing studies, site conditions, traffic volumes, and bicycle and 

pedestrian accommodations; developed three sub-area concepts that reflect the diverse 
contexts and needs of the corridor; proposed recommendations including capital 
projects, services and programs, and policy changes; and conducted community 
engagement both early and later in the planning process via public meetings and direct 
meetings; 
 

3. Said Task has been completed and has resulted in the Village of Perry Transportation 
Safety and Access Study; and 

 
4. Said Plan has been reviewed by GTC staff and member agencies through the GTC 

committee process and has been found to be consistent with the goals, objectives, and 
recommendations of the Long Range Transportation Plan. 

 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED 
 

1. That the Genesee Transportation Council hereby accepts the Village of Perry 
Transportation Safety and Access Study Executive Summary as evidence of completion 
of UPWP Task 6817; and 
 

2. That this resolution takes effect immediately. 
 
 

CERTIFICATION 
 
The undersigned duly qualified Secretary of the Genesee Transportation Council certifies that 
the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted at a legally convened meeting 
of the Genesee Transportation Council held on June 30, 2022. 
 
 
Date    
   CHRISTOPHER REEVE, Secretary 
   Genesee Transportation Council 
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

Executive Summary

I

This study was completed for the Village of Perry with funding assistance from the Genesee Transportation Council, while working alongside a Project Ad-
visory Committee (PAC). The PAC for this project consisted of a working group of residents, businesses owners, and community representatives who have a 
personal investment in the Village. This project served to strategically plan for timely investment and planning into Center Street to create a sustainable and 

Street Improvement Project, Phase 1 of the Silver Lake Trail, and Perry Beach Improvements. This project is another step to improve connections in the Village 
which will enhance the quality of life for residents with recreational opportunities through a multi-modal corridor. This study looked at gaps, opportunities, 
and needs in the transportation infrastructure. The outcomes of this project are recommended improvements in the form of roadway projects, programs, 
and planning initiatives.
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

Goals
Goals of this project include:

 Connectivity:  Connect to all major destinations within and adjacent to the Village through a network of walk-
ing and bicycling.

 Universal Access:  Providing recreational opportunities, an improved public health, and enhancing the quality 
of life of residents and visitors through a multimodal corridor.

 Village Edge:  Capitalize on the opportunity to create a gateway into the Village showcasing its character to 
visitors and residents entering the community.

 Recreational Destination: Create additional infrastructure to enhance the label as a recreational destination, 
which will attract visitors but also provide additional transportation options to its residents.

 
infrastructure improvements, policy, driver education promotions.

Existing Conditions
Center Street (NYS Route 246), serves as a major north-south connector in the Village. It acts as a gateway from 
the north taking motorists from a rural setting to the Village commercial district. The existing transportation in-
frastructure includes grade challenges, sidewalks in poor condition where present, and inconsistent accommoda-

separate character areas. These character areas have their own unique set of needs, opportunities, and land type.
 Southern Segment                           Main Street to Lake Street/Leicester Street
 Northern Residential Segment  Lake Street/Leicester Street to Bank of Castile
 Northern Commercial Segment     Bank of Castile to Village Limit
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

1) Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities: Perry has a vision of being a walkable community and recreational destination. To complete this vision, improve-  
ments in alternative transportation infrastructure are needed along Center Street.

 Sidewalks: Provide contiguous ADA compliant sidewalks for the entire stretch of Center Street from Main Street to the village limits.
 Pedestrian Crossings: Install an enhanced pedestrian crossing near Perry Market Place.
 Bicycle Facilities: Bicycle space is needed to connect to existing and future networks, while providing additional transportation alter-

natives to visitors and residents.
 Lighting: Existing lighting is in the form of cobra overhead lights, which only illuminate the street. Pedestrian scale lighting is needed for pedestri-

ans to see clearly at night and provide a sense of safety.

safety and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists need to be priorities. 
 Reduce Speeding: The northern part of Center Street has no visual cues for drivers to reduce their speed. Police enforcement has been used 

here in the past in conjunction with a radar speed sign, but these are not long term solutions.
 Pedestrians First at Crosswalks: All crosswalks should be enhanced with consistent signing and pavement markings. Drivers need to be educated 

that pedestrians have the right of way at crosswalks. Vehicles do not currently yield to pedestrians waiting to cross at designated crossing loca-
tions.

3) Drainage Improvements: Center Street has frequent standing water due to clogged pipes, and possibly an undersized system. There is also excess 
-

dard widths. This creates unpredictable ingress and egress from properties, and compromises safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.

5) Northern Gateway: Village gateways at each village edge is a goal in the Village of Perry Comprehensive Plan. A gateway can accomplish multiple   

6) Enhanced Connections: Through many village initiatives like the Silver Lake Trail, Letchworth Gateway Initiatives, Perry Beach Improvements, and the 
Parks Master Plan, Perry is continually building on their recreational opportunities. Connecting pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure to nearby sought 

area. 
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

Recommendations
Center Street recommendations are broken into three categories: capital projects, services and programs, and policy and planning. These address all of the 

gateway, and enhanced connection.
 Capital Improvement Projects—These projects are tangible design and construction projects to restore and enhance the corridor. Recommended capital 

improvement projects are segmented by geographical area, but could qualify as a single project. Capital improvement projects encompass infrastructure 
including sidewalks, bicycle accommodations, enhanced crossings, green infrastructure, landscaping, and drainage infrastructure. There are also concept 
level recommendations for three focused locations which include retaining walls and an abandoned railroad trestle. 

 Services and Programs—Service and program recommendations are strategies to improve mobility and provide a variety of transportation services 
to close any gaps in public amenities. Services look at improving the transportation network, for example, reducing single occupancy vehicles which 
reduces congestion.

 Policy and Planning—This initiatives provide an opportunity to address a myriad of system enhancements in a comprehensive and holistic manner. This 

Capital Improvement Projects
-

destrian and bicycle accommodations and mobility. The recommended improvement projects will provide continuous pedestrian and bicycle connections, 
and create more consistency with infrastructure along the entire length of Center Street.  Roadway improvements include a replaced drainage system, ADA 

features along this segment:
 Sidewalks on both sides of Center Street
 
 Curbed islands installed between driveways
 Replaced drainage system
 Landscaping
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

A gateway is proposed just south of Parker Lane. This would be a prominent focal point within the landscape and act as a threshold for entering the Center 
Street commercial corridor. 

V

Northern Commercial Concept



Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

This project focuses on further improving the multi-modal infrastructure already in place. The following are proposed features along this segment:
 Replace sidewalks
 Retaining wall repair or replacement

 Replaced drainage system
 Intersection improvements at Covington Street

VI

The two existing retaining walls along this segment of Center Street, have recommendations for replacement and relocating. These 
concepts would need a further investigative study to determine the condition and structural integrity of the walls, soil properties, and 
ROW constraints. 

A conceptual construction cost estimate was put together for this project. It is estimated that the total cost for this project for a 2024 construction season is 
$2.6 million. This estimate includes spot repair and sealing both of the eastern retaining wall, and replacement of the western retaining wall.



Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

This project focuses on providing a continuous ADA compliant pedestrian route with improved lighting and safety features, as well as recreational enhance-
ments. The following are proposed features along this segment:

 Continuous sidewalks
 Lighting
 Overlook at Silver Lake Outlet
 Enhanced crossing

A conceptual construction cost estimate was put together for this project. It is estimated that the total cost for this project for a 2024 construction season is 
$2.6 million. This estimate includes replacing the stairs and handrail at the railroad trestle.  

VII



Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

Services and Programs
Driver Education Program
Develop education program for drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists regarding road safety and laws/regulations including distracted driving. The goal is to 

users including pedestrians and bicyclists. This can be coordinated through promotional materials and community partners.

Active Transportation
-
-

ment of promotional materials, and coordinate with existing village destinations.

Policy and Planning
Pedestrian and Bicycle Amenities
Provide pedestrian and bicycle amenities such as bike parking, landscaping, and street furniture amenities that encourage higher rates of active transporta-
tion. Their visibility to the motoring public will promote awareness of bicyclists and pedestrians over time, and can reinforce the viability of active transporta-

Village.

Complete Streets Policy
-

rated into the zoning codes and site plan approval process. Comprehensive plans and zoning codes are critical tools for advancing transportation goals and 
coordinating them with land use activities. A well-designed zoning code can support transportation goals through the requirement of sidewalks, land set 
aside for trails, and promotion of mixed-use company development.  Strategies should be developed to create a multi-modal hierarchy in the public right of 
way.

Access Management

coordinated approach, a commercial corridor can not only be unsafe and congested, but the haphazard development patterns and curb cuts can negatively 

policy as part of the site plan approval process.
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Village of Perry Transportation Safety and Access Study

Plan Implementation
Priority Projects
Following community outreach with the public, the capital improvement projects were presented to the PAC. The focus with project priorities was on capi-
tal 

and will produce long term results and improvements. That isn’t to imply that these initiatives are less important, but they are less tangible for the community 
to realize.  Although all priority projects are desired and can be implemented, that will depend on funding availability. The descriptions of priority projects 
below should and can be used for future grant applications and within other planning documents that the Village of Perry produces in the future.  This will 
contribute to a cohesive vision within the Village and assist with outside funding. The selected projects include:

 
this section.

 Pedestrian Path at Trestle: Replacement of existing stairs and hand rail on historic rail trestle, while improving sidewalks and a crosswalk as an accessible 
pedestrian path around this.

 Existing Sidewalk Improvements:  This includes both retaining walls between Cherry Street and Pine Street (west side), and Lake Street and Cherry Street 

Recommendations Summary
and implementation costs. These initiatives coupled together will have short and long term impacts reaching the project goals.

 -
cal landscaping elements, will all create visual cues to motorists to slow down. The driver education program will remind drivers of the rules of the road, 
such as priority going to pedestrians in crosswalks.

 Improved safety for all modes of transportation. All modes of transportation will have designated space, and the northern commercial concept project 

complete streets policies.
 Multi-modal connectivity to village destinations. Links are now provided to sought out locations in the Village such as the Perry Market Place, the 

modes of transportation creates a more sustainable and equitable transportation system.
 Promotes an active lifestyle for residents, visitors, and commuters. This is an opportunity to promote and support an active lifestyle in Perry. Putting 

space
transportation. Through Complete Streets Planning and an Active Transportation Plan, these programs can encourage walking and biking, and build on 
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